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This week’s share
1 bunch kale (Mu’s Blue)
1 crookneck squash (Yellow Crookneck)
1.5 lb slicer and cherry tomatoes
1 bunch carrots (Yellowstone)
1 bunch parsley (Darki)
1 cucumber (Shintokiwa)
1 bunch scallions (Evergreen Hardy Bunching)
2 heads garlic (Music)
Hello CSA friends,
We have good news and bad news. I should say,
we have heaps of good news and a touch of
slightly... meh.
First, the meh: we got down to 25 degrees last
week. Despite our row covers, best intentions,
and most sincere and focused channeling of
luaus and hula dancing, we had a killing frost
and lost a good deal of our summer-loving
plants. We’re especially disappointed to have
lost the watermelons, cantaloupes and sweet
potatoes, which never got the heat they needed
to mature fully. Peppers and eggplants were
only just starting to kick into full production,
And the tomatoes look comepletely devastated.

25 degrees in mid September?!

The good news is: the kale just got a little sweeter. We’ve been harvesting out the potatoes and getting
ready to pull in the winter squash. I am pleased to report that we have yet more fodder for my new book, A
Bizillion and One Recipes for Green Tomatoes (now three years in the making/writing, certainly to be a best
seller/Oprah Book Club special feature/paperweight). We did leave a number of tomatoes on the vines,
some of these are frost damaged, but with this nearly-ninety degree day today, we just might get a few
more ripe fruits! We are nearly done with our daily moving the chicken tractor chore, as we will be
slaughtering the final round of pastured birds this weekend. If you are interested in reserving a bird(s), let
us know. They’ve been having a pretty excellent life, tractoring through the orchard, eating grass and bugs,
being serenaded by farmer-crooner Jeremy - only every once and a while. And lastly, we got Cycle Farm
t-shirts printed up! Binky Studios in town is doing the silk screening, the images are hand drawn by your
farmers. Let us know if you are interested in showing your love with a farm shirt. They are totally hip.
We do have a few more weeks in the CSA season, and although the season has been somewhat truncated,
there are still some treats to look forward to - like leeks and potatoes!
Wishing you happy feasting, Trish (and Jeremy)

Scallion Pancakes with Ginger Dipping Sauce

These are pretty amazing. I can’t say for sure if it’s the fried doughy pancake and the fresh scallions or the
blissful ginger dipping sauce. Together they make some sort of magic. These pancakes partner well with a
cold beer.
PANCAKES:
2 cups all purpose flour
1 cup boiling water
1/2 cup sliced scallions
1 tablespoon sesame oil
1/2 cup canola oil
Salt and black pepper to taste

GINGER DIPPING SAUCE:
1/4 cup soy sauce
1/4 cup rice vinegar
1/4 cup sliced scallions
1 teaspoon minced or grated ginger
1 teaspoon red pepper flakes
1 teaspoon sugar

In a bowl, sift flour. Slowly add water in a steady stream while mixing with a wooden spoon. Keep adding
water until a ball is formed. With the same procedure, one can use a food processor with a metal blade.
Cover with damp cloth and let ball of dough relax for about 30 minutes.

The field looks pretty sorry after the cold snap

Sweet potatoes didn’t stand a chance

Crab apples make for dandy cider

Cycle Farm shirts!

On a floured surface, roll out dough into a thin rectangle. Brush on oil mixture, cover with scallions and
season with salt and pepper. Carefully roll dough like a sponge cake/jelly roll. Cut into 4 pieces. Take one
piece, press it down, and roll it again. Make a spiral out of this and roll again and flatten to achieve a 5 to 6
inch pancake. In a hot non-stick pan, coat with oil and pan sear both sides until golden brown. Cut into
wedges and serve immediately with dipping sauce. To make the dipping sauce, simply combine all the
ingredients.

